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Copyright Notice and Other Genealogical Notes

Copyright Notice:    I consider everything on these pages except the facts themselves to be copyrighted by
me.  Having said that, I give my permission to use anything found here for non commercial purposes as
long as I am given credit/blame.  Those wishing to use them for any commercial purpose (anticipation of a
possible profit) must contact me first; no exceptions!

Notes:    
1. In general [I work at this randomly] I use as simple coding as I can get away with.  I check with

Firefox, Chrome and, occasionally, IE.
2. AT&T decided in late 2011 that I really didn’t want to have these pages up so they are now being

hosted by Ancestry.com.  I signed up with them after putting up the first few pages; thanks,
Ancestry.

3. I use meddaugh.tumblr.com as a gateway as it is easier to remember; thanks, tumblr.
4. I’m converting most pages to .pdf.

a. This should allow anybody to print out exactly what they see on the screen.
b. I can include photos etc. more easily [takes a lotta files here, folks].
c. I know .pdf files tend to be large but...

5. In most cases, the files you see are also my notes; nice that I know where to find them.
6. I’m trying to go to an even more narrative style to describe the individual giving what I believe and

putting the details later.
7. My colors in type are generally red to indicate quotes of printed mat'l [such as

census] and blue for more personal information [e-mail or family
notes].  Green seems to be a differentiator for my notes.  Asides are in
italics, I’m not sure why.  I don’t recognize many more colors.

8. So far, I’ve been taking my .html files, copying them into NotePad, pasting them into WordPerfect
and reformatting and publishing them to .pdf.  Seems to be working!

    A good discussion of copyrights for genealogists is found here [soon, ok?].   Please note that a lot of
copyright problems stem from use for profit or uncredited use.
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